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• Small target mass can achieve large 
exposure due to long age (e.g., 1 mg x 
1 Gyr = 1 ton-year)

Natural minerals: the only tool for exploring “past-Gyr” DM events

Credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt (SSC/Caltech)

orbital period ~ 0.2Gyr

• Conducting a galactic-wide DM 
survey

https://www.danspapers.com/2022/05/olivine-beach-replenishment-questions/
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Muscovite mica is well-established 
as a solid state track detector in 

geology
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https://www.museums.msstate.edu/specimen-of-the-month/december-2023-muscovite-mica

Muscovite mica KAl3Si3O10(OH)2

modifies the ion–ion interaction and may promote their mobility33, in
turn modifying the ions’ arrangements. In solution, the distribution of
the hydrated ions may be affected by their increased mobility20,
ion–water and water–water interactions24, and the pH. The measured
arrangements havebeen explained in termsofwater-mediated ion–ion
interactions24,33, while the potential role of the aluminosilicate sub-
surface has not been considered or deemed negligible24. As shown in
this work, however, this assumption should be revised.

Doubts exist not only on the surface K order but also on the Al
order in the subsurface tetrahedral sheets. The Al distribution is hard
to determine experimentally since Al and Si have similar scattering
factors in X-ray diffraction. Early nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
combined with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations36,37 have suggested the
presence of Al short-range ordering. Such ordering could affect the
distribution of the surface K+ ions through electrostatic interaction.
Testing this hypothesis in the ambient or solution is, however, difficult
for the reasons listed above.

Imaging the mica surface under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) should
be well suited to assess the intrinsic ordering of the K+ ions and
potentially relate it to the distribution of the subsurface Al ions.
However, so far, individual K+ ions could not be resolved because UHV
cleaving often introduces strong electrostatic fields that make AFM
imaging challenging38. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only
account of K+ ordering after UHV cleaving comes from low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED)39, which has suggested a random distribu-
tion. Instead, the present results—based on non-contact (nc) AFM
acquired on UHV-cleaved, cleanmica—show that its surface K+ ions are
arranged with short-range order. The distribution is analyzed with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations and MC simulations,
which demonstrate a close relation to the subsurface Al arrangements.

Results and discussion
Figure 1c, d shows atomically resolved images of themica surface after
UHV cleaving. The images were acquired using the qPlus sensor40,41,
which is stiffer (2000–3500N/m) than standard AFM cantilevers.
Hence, it is less affected by the long-range interactions with the highly
charged surface of mica42,43 that otherwise hamper atomic contrast38.
The images reveal an array of isolated, round, dark features arranged
on a hexagonal lattice. The dark contrast represents attractive inter-
action between the nc-AFM tip and the sample (negative frequency
shift). In the background, regions of different contrast of a few nan-
ometers in width are visible (two of them are marked by a white and a
black circle in Fig. 1c). The background contrast variation suggests an
inhomogeneous long-range interaction with the AFM tip, possibly
originating from trapped subsurface charges. This is also evidenced by
frequency shift curves acquired as a function of tip-sample distance
and sample bias (Supplementary Note 4).

The isolated dark features in Fig. 1 are assigned to the K+ ions left
on the surface after cleaving. The features sit on a hexagonal lattice
with the expected lattice constant of 0.52 nm, as determined by the
Fourier transform of Fig. 1e (see Supplementary Note 5 for the analysis
of the diffuse background of the Fourier transform). As expected from
electrostatic considerations, the cations occupy approximately half
(precisely 47.8 ± 0.1%) of the surface sites. Supplementary Note 5 dis-
cusses how the coverage was derived and why it differs from the
expected 50%. It is worth noting that the exclusively attractive inter-
action between isolated, undercoordinated cationic adatoms on the
surface and the tip is typical in nc-AFM44,45. The K+ ions cannot be
deliberately nor inadvertentlymanipulated with the AFM tip, and their
relatively large height hampers the resolution of the underlying
aluminosilicate sheet.

Fig. 1 | Cation ordering on as-cleavedmica. a, b Crystal structure of mica. Al ions
(blue) in the tetrahedral sheets areplaced in a pseudo-randomarrangement akin to
Fig. 4e, showing one possible arrangement fitting the experimental data. a Side
view of bulkmica. Cleaving occurs at the K layer, leaving half the K+ cations on each
side. b Top view of the surface after cleaving. Before cleaving, each ditrigonal
cavity (ring, highlighted in white) is occupied by one K+ ion. After cleaving, 50% K+

ions remain on each cleaved surface. c, d Atomically resolved constant-height nc-
AFM images of mica after UHV cleaving, acquired with a CO-functionalized tip and

a metal tip, respectively. The images were acquired at 4.7 K with different qPlus
sensors and ondifferent samples. Yellow (red) arrows highlight specieswith darker
(fainter) contrast than average. e Fourier Transform of the image shown in panel
(c). Yellow circles mark selected diffraction spots of the underlying bulk. Unit cells
of the (almost) hexagonal lattice in panels (b), (d), and (e) are highlighted in yellow
(strictly speaking, the muscovite unit cell is rectangular because the tetrahedral
rings are not perfect hexagons).

Article https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-023-35872-y
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• Cleavage at a potassium layer allows easy 
access to the crystal's interior.
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Radiative tracks (crystal defects) occurring in natural mica

alpha recoil track 
created by daughter nuclei 
in an α decay series

fission track 
created by fragments in 
spontaneous fission of 238U

238U

206Pb

238U
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Fossil tracks of 
a-particle interactions in minerals 

P. B. Price & M. H. Salamon 

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, 
California 94720, USA 

Fossil tracks of length -20 ,.,.m created by the spontaneous fission 
of 238U impurities were discovered in 19621 and form the basis of 
the well-known fission-track dating technique, which is broadly 
applicable to minerals and natural glasses2

• Fossil tracks formed 
by recoil daughter nuclei released in the a decay of nuclei in the 
Th and U decay chains were discovered in 19673

, but because of 
their very short ranges (<0.02 f.Lm) have been seen only on cleavage 
planes of mica crystals. (Artificially produced a-recoil tracks have 
also been seen in albite4.) During a search for tracks of slow, 
supermassive magnetic monopoles in large muscovite mica crys-
tals5·6, we have discovered a third type of natural track caused by 
nuclear interactions of a particles from radioactive impurities 
with nuclei in mica. These 'a-interaction tracks', with length 
intermediate between fission tracks and a-recoil tracks, provide 
a measure of mild thermal events and are valuable in simulating 
the appearance and stability of tracks of hypothetical monopole-
nucleus bound pairs. 

Price et aC showed that a supermassive monopole with speed 
v = 0.001 c such as is predicted by grand unified theories would 
produce a detectable radiation-damage track in mica provided 
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Fig. 1 Distribution of lengths of naturally occurring tracks inter-
secting an internal cleavage plane in muscovite mica. To measure 
the track lengths, L, we used an etch time of 4 h in 48% HF at 
20 oc instead of the 40-h etch used in our monopole search. The 
track length distribution consists of three distinct peaks, each of 
which is labelled with the source of the track-forming particles 

and the number of events observed. CN, compound nucleus. 

it first attached to itself a nucleus with a large magnetic moment 
such as 27 A1 while through the Earth's crust. In an 
analysis of measurements8• of the response of mica to acceler-
ated ions of 27 AI and other species, Price et aC showed that at 
low velocities where nuclear stopping dominates over electronic 
stopping, the rate of etching, v-y-, along the trajectory of an ion 
in muscovite mica depends on the nuclear stopping power Sn as: 

vT= (0.012 fLm h-1) x (S0 /1 GeV cm2 g-1) (1) 

for mica etched in 40% HF at 25 °C. To calculate Sn for a 
monopole-nucleus bound pair, one simply replaces the mass of 
the nucleus by the effectively infinite ( -1016 AMU) mass of the 
pair in the semi-empirical expression for sn (ref. 10). 

In our monopole search5•
6

, we etched for t = 48 h, a much 
longer time than that used to reveal fission tracks, which ensured 
that an etch pit of -0.25-1.6-fLm depth would be seen on each 
cleavage surface if the monopole were bound to a 27 AI nucleus 
and travelling with speed 0.0002-0.0016c at vertical incidence. 
Our procedure was to cleave and etch several successive mica 
sheets, each -100 fLm thick (several times greater than the range 
of a fission fragment), re-align the layers for viewing in transmit-
ted light, and scan for shallow etch pits that recurred on all 
cleavage surfaces in a linear array indicating the trajectory of 
a deeply penetrating particle. As shown in Fig. 1, we found three 
populations of etch pit pairs, distinctly different in length, which 
matched on two adjacent cleavage surfaces: (1) As found pre-
viousl/·'1 ·12, fission fragment etch pit pairs have a mean com-
bined length (L) =20 fLm in young, unannealed micas, and a 
mean length in old micas that is less than 20 fLm by an amount 
which depends on the degree of thermal annealing; (2) shallow 
etch pits with depths IJ-m as measured with a Tolansky 
multiple-beam interference device are easily visible in phase 
contrast and can be discriminated against in a monopole search 
by using bright-field illumination; (3) etch pairs with combined 
lengths of -0.25-1.5 fLrn measured with the Tolansky device 
occur at a frequency -0.03-0.3 times the frequency of occur-
rence of fission tracks. Since the correlation does not continue 
to adjacent sheets, monopole tracks are ruled out. 

The surface density of etch pit pairs of intermediate length 
is strongly correlated with the densities of fission tracks and 
a-recoil pits. We denote surface densities of the three types of 
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Fig. 2 a, Correlation of the ratio Pint! PsF with PaRI PsF for 
samples of muscovite with values of PsF ranging from 40 to 1,600 
tracks per cm2 and with fission track ages of 400-950 Myr. The 
values of Pint! PsF labelled 'Calc. I' and 'Calc. 2' on the ordinate 
are discussed in the text. The calculated value of PaRI PsF indicated 
by an arrow on the abscissa is taken from ref. 3. b, Correlation of 
Pint! PsF with mean combined fission track length ( (L)) for various 

samples of muscovite. 

Frequency of naturally occurring tracks in 
muscovite mica (Price & Salamon 1986)

not to scale

• Typical concentration of 238U ~ O(0.1) ppb.

• α recoil tracks are most common.
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“Latent” tracks are revealed as pits through chemical etching

cleavage

etch cleaved surface

with HF

alpha recoil track 
created by daughter nuclei 
in an α decay series

fission track 
created by fragments in 
spontaneous fission of 238U

238U

206Pb

238U
pit

pit

pit pit

not to scale not to scale
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Phase contrast microscopic photograph of induced alpha-recoil and 
fission tracks on the etched surface of mica (Hashimoto et al. 1980)

Observation of etch pits of radiation tracks with microscopes
A L P H A - R E C O I L  TRACKS A N D  THEIR RANGES IN M U S C O V I T E  265 

FIG. 1. Phase-contrast microscopic photographs of induced alpha-recoil and fission 
tracks on muscovite, exposed to a 252Cf-source. Etching conditions: etching time of 
(a) 50min; and (b) 100rain; with (3+1, v/v)HF solution at 20:C under ultrasonic 

agitation. 

50um

 fission track pit

α-recoil track pit

Comparison of natural radiation tracks 

(from Price & Salamon 1986 with modifications)

Zrecoil vrecoil / c dE/dx 
GeVcm2g-1

pit depth 
um

fission 
track

~38 

and 

~52

0.031~ 0.046
~25


electronic 

stopping

~20

α-recoil 
track 82 ~ 90 0.0013

~15

nuclear 


stopping
0.01~

0.03
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Can we readout DM nuclear recoil 
tracks within mica if they exist?
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cleavage

alpha recoil track

DM recoil track

238U

206Pb

K, Al, Si, O pit pit

pit pit

not to scale not to scale

DM

etch cleaved surface

with HF

What track pit can we expect for DM nuclear recoil using the 
cleave-and-etch method?
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recoil energy

~ O(10) keV

vχ ~ 0.001c

K, Al, Si, O

DM
Zrecoil vrecoil / c dE/dx 

GeVcm2g-1
pit depth 

um

fission 
track

~38 

and 

~52

0.031~ 0.046
~25


electronic 

stopping

~20

alpha 
recoil 
track

82 ~ 90 0.0013
~15


nuclear 

stopping

0.01~

0.03

DM 
recoil 
track

8 ~ 19

(K, Al, 

Si, O)

~ 0.001
~O(1)


nuclear 

stopping

?

• Fast neutrons (~ MeV) mimic DM nuclear recoil (, which means they are genuine backgrounds).

Comparison between radiative and DM recoil tracks
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neutron-recoil track pits 
(neutron-irradiated mica after annealing)

alpha-recoil track pits 
(natural mica)

Neutron (pseudo DM) recoil pits are shallower but observable

NT002b/12232023-091311_50X\ Mirau_processed.dat 20230419/NS030a_5.1_020_processed.dat

Surface topography measured by optical profiler (preliminary results)
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Pioneering DM search  
using muscovite mica by  
Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995
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Pioneering DM search using muscovite mica by  
Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995 (SI95)

• SI95 set one of the strictest limits on WIMPs cross section at that time, 
with an exposure of just 1e-6 ton-year.
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Identified ROI in the pit-depth histogram with no α-recoil pits

↓ 40-64Aa bin  = ROI

α-recoil pits 
(ancient mica)

n-recoil pits 
(n-irradiated mica)

• SI95 found that the summed pit depth histogram 
showed null for α-recoil pits but a peak for n-recoil 
pits in the smallest (40-64Aa) bins.

not to scale

α-recoil pit n-recoil pit

summed

pit depth

summed

pit depth

Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995 14



Limits on dark matter from 80,720um2 mica scan

↓ null result in ROI

α-recoil pits 
(ancient mica)

n-recoil pits 
(n-irradiated mica)

Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995
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DMICA targets an exposure of 1 ton-year 
following the methodology established  

by Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995
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AFM scans  
40um^2 with 256px^2 in several min

OpBcal profiler scans  
173um^2 with 1000px^2 in 3 sec

Optical profiler scans mica much faster than AFM

AFM 
scan area 

in SI95

The numbers in the figures are depths of pits in Aa.
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DMICA: 524,765 um2 Snowden-IR et al. 1995: 80,720 um2 

DMICA has tentatively processed mica of 524,765 um2, 6.5x SI95
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Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995 DMICA

Exposure 
(Scan area)

1e-6 ton-year 
(80,000 um2)

1 ton-year 
(800 cm2)

Readout 
(Scan speed)

Atomic Force Microscopy 
(0.3 s/um2)

Optical profiler 
(0.0001 s/um2)

Nominal scan time 10 hours 92 days

Backgrounds 
in ROI no background radiogenic fast neutrons

Comparison of DMICA with Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995
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Projected sensitivity for DMICA’s target exposure of 1 ton-yr 
taking account of neutron background in ROI

DSNB ν

solar ν

GSNB ν

radiogenic neutron

predicted pit depth histogram

based on a pit-creation model (Snowden-Ifft and Chan 1995)

90% confidence exclusion curve

ref. DM (100GeV, 1e-43cm2)

• Muscovite mica

• age: 500 Myr

• Uranium concentration: 0.1ppb

• exposure: 1 ton yr

Snowden-Ifft et al. 1995
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• Upper limit on detectable mass:
⇣ m�

GeV
⌘
< 1026

✓
Mt

1ton·yr

◆✓
A/V

(10nm)�1

◆

• Muscovite mica

• age: 500 Myr

• Uranium concentration: 0.1ppb

• exposure: 1 ton yr
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Summary
• DMICA explores DM nuclear recoil events in natural mica.

• natural minerals are the only tool for exploring “past-Gyr” 

DM events

• huge surface-to-volume ratio of mica target allows detection 

of ultra-high mass DM

• DMICA uses an optical profiler instead of AFM to scan mica, 

enabling a 1 ton-year exposure, a six-order-of-magnitude 
jump from the previous study (SI95).


• DMICA is still in the R&D phase, but has demonstrated 
reproducing SI95 with 6.5 times larger exposure.

• Obtaining samples with a low concentration of radiative 

impurities is crucial for the production phase.
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